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పాఠక మహాశయులకు వెందనెం, అనివార్య కారణాల 
వల్ల  గత మూడు నెలలుగా పాఠకుల ముెందుకు 

రాలేకపోయినెందుకు చెంతిస్త ున్నాము. ఈ కారణెం 
గానే ఆప్్త లెందరితో విన్యక చవితి, దసరా మరియు 

దీపావళి శుభా కాెంక్షలు పెంచుకోలేకపోయెం. 

కొత్త  రూపెంలో,  కొెంగొత్త గా మీ ముెందుకు 
వస్త ుననా ఆప్త వాణి పతిరి క ను ఆదరిస్్త రని ఆశిస్త ూ, 

పాఠకులెందరికి మొదటిగా విన్యక చవితి, 
దసరా, దీపావళి, కిరి స్మస్ మరియు నూతన సెంవత్సర 
శుభాకాెంక్షలు. ఇక పదెండి ఆప్త లోకానినా చుటిటి  వద్ద ెం

గమనిక Editorial

If… stories inspire us then the story of Lord Ganesha is the most inspiring 
one… Ganesha is a corporate guru, NO.. I should say he is the ‘Guru’ for han-
dling every situation in our life time. Many times we ignore bigger picture and 
push it under wraps in the name of festivities… its great to have such a fun-
filled festivities but sometimes we need to see the big picture too. We (Indi-
ans) fear to ask ‘Why?’, whether in  name of god or in school or in the place of 
work. The question ‘why’ is the start of any invention. Hinduism is not a reli-
gion, it is a way of life, it is the only ‘religion’ which promotes to question the 
very foundations of the vedas, because the guru’s believed that we as one race 
will progress only by questioning our legacy and learning from it…..

Ganesha has big ears,  he is a good listener. Always remember a good listener 
is always a great leader because its human psychology that we tend to like 
those who listens to us :-) 

When the race was on for ‘God of Obstacles’, Kumara went on his peacock 
without second thought, of course he was confident and considered Ganesh 
slow and had a mouse as his running mate. But Ganesha chose to rely on his 
intelligence. He chose to see the challenge in simple terms, “I can’t win the 
race physically, what is the alternative?”..many of us stopped thinking in terms 
of ‘simple’, instead every challenge we face we always look at it from complex 
thought process (through magnifying glass). Thinking simple allows you to be 
lean, fail fast, pivot to new ways… 

Ganesha seeks his father and asks for an alternative. This is a great learning, 
most of the time we do not approach anyone for help and try to solve it our-
selves. Ganesha knows that Shiva is the  “Adi yogi” himself, one who has no 
beginning or no end and one who has the knowledge about everything, so why 
not ask him for an idea. Of course , both the parents were delighted and of-
fered him a solution.

Kumara returns defeated, and he asks his brother to be crowned not only be-
cause he won the race but because he also realized that Ganesha demonstrat-
ed his leadership through listening well, thinking simple and seeking help. 

Ganesha’s story is full of such mystic learnings one has to just look and learn



Shri

 * Working actively with ASEP team to run the scholarship 
application submissions and validated the membership 
data. 

 * Website rebuild in full throttle and expected release 
phase 1 by end of the year 

 * Working with all committees Chairs to create a 
guideline with the process improvements feedback 
received from membership community in various 
channels.

 * Committee & group emails created
 * Actively engaging all committees with members.
 * Working with Career Guidance team, Enterprenuers & 

Tech Experts  to conduct the trainings to Members.
 * Assisting Fundraising committee, Secreteray and 

Treasury teams
 * AWEP-completed next round of sanitary napkins 

shipment for all the schools in Andhra and Yanam 
except Telangana for next 3 months. 

 * AMAP: Breast can we awareness talk and breast cancer 
awareness walks in a number of states as October is 
breast cancer awareness month 

 * Working with India Operations team for APTA vehicle 
for distributing excess food from hotels & events to the 
needy people.

 * Working with India Operations team to identify the 
Career Guidance/motivational speakers.

 * Wokring on creating APTA Student Alumni
 * Maanavaseva program: had kick off meeting with all 

the doctors’ team in India, planning a village visit and 
demographic survey in November

 * Made sure all the disclaimers are in place for Market 
watch program

 * Coordinated approvals for Dasara and Diwali events 
(Dallas, Chicago, Ohio, Michigan and Atlanta)

 * Facilitated AMAP Monthly conference Calls meetings
 * Women empowerment Monthly talk initiative 
 * Initiated Precautionary measures to be taken to 

counter recent Whistleblower complaint to IRS
 * Successfully mediated and closed controversy on 

scholarships to other organization from APTA

 * Streamlined Bank accounts for various APTA Strategic 
Programs such as Operations, Membership, ASEP, AWEP, 
APTA SthreeDhanam, ATSAP, ACERT etc (Cost Center 
Approach). 

 * Streamlined PayPal accounts for various APTA Strategic 
Programs such as Operations, Membership, ASEP, AWEP, 
APTA SthreeDhanam etc (Cost Center Approach). 

 * Augment State registrations and defer/re-visit some 
registrations is in progress (Completed Annual Filings for 
CT, FL, WA, OH2016, MO & MI) and OH2018 & VA are in 
progress.

 * 2018 Balance Sheet for Tax filing is completed and is in 
review. Target to file the tax returns before November 
15th, 2019.

 * ASEP 2018  Cheques Clearance - 95.89% cleared (as of 

October 25th, 2019)

 * Initiated a QuickBooks license and then Integrate with 
our accounts - Completed.

 * Q1 Financial Balance Sheet (BOA Accounts) is 
completed and approved by Board.

 * Q2 & Q3 Financial Balance Sheets are Delayed. 
 * Automated Tracking of Balance Sheets for any activities 

which includes Events, Services etc - In Progress
 * Budget Forecast for the year 2019 is completed and 

approved by Executive team and Board.
 * Not much progress or hope on fraud transaction with 

Bank of America. We are regularly following up with BOA 
Fraud Ops Customer Service. 

 * ASEP 2019 Donations Tracker is up to date with the 
received amounts. 

 * Preparations are in progress for the ASEP 2019 checks 
printing.

 * Planning to implement a Software to track all the 
corporate matchings internally with Audit Trails
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Internal Audit

bylaws

Legal Advisory

APTA Advisory

• Not much activity in this committee at 
this time beside some internal dis-
cussions within committee members. 
Lot of work in other committees with 
time sensitive nature are taking prece-
dence.

• Simplified bylaws v5.0 was already 
shared with GB. Bylaws amendment 
process (as documented in current by-
laws) to kick-in on Diwali day with the 
hope to complete by Thanksgiving Day. 
The process has four stages and our 
goal is to augment the process at ev-
ery stage of the amendment process.

• Internal audit committee is at the *pen-
ultimate* stage of tax filing for 2018. 
They are preparing the balance sheet 
and working against the tax filing dead-
line of November 15th2019. Both 2019 
Q2 and Q3 audits will be conducted 
simultaneously immediately after sub-
mitting the 2018 tax returns

Conference Advisory

Election committee

• All outstanding balances were paid for 
legal counsel and we closed the retain-
er engagement. FYI - We reached out to 
Gino for some clarifications on several 
items last week – 1. When to submit by-
laws to KS state and 2. Organization cat-
egory listing in IRS code. A clarification is 
sent to all extended executive teams.

• Board to release notification for CAC 
chair nomination announcement in less 
than a week. This communication will go 
to the general body. We are in the pro-
cess of reaching out to the current chair 
for knowledge transition

• Board to release notification for AEC 
chair nomination announcement in less 
than a week. This communication will go 
to the general body. In the meantime, the 
current chair Shri Chandrasekhar garu 
graciously agreed to do full transition and 
pass on any outstanding items to board.
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Dear APTULU,
                    Namaskaram. I was in India in Aug visiting family and also squeezing time to represent APTA at 
various forums for building right APTULU connections for progressive of APTA. My sincere gratitude and 
Thanks to Shri Rathnakar Pandugayala Gaaru, Shri Gopala Gudapati Gaaru, Shri MVV Satyanarayana Gaa-
ru (True Connect), Satish Bandikallu Gaaru (ACERT Chair), Bulli Kanakala Gaaru and Ravi Yanumala Gaaru 
(MA State Coordinator) for coordinating logistics for various meets in such a short span of time. I salute 
to their commitment and love towards our APTA organization

Overall APTA got solid reputation, brand and I am working towards solid organic growth in both Telugu 
states. This requires lot of commitment, personal time and build rapport with our APTULU. Please join 
your hands with me in this wonderful journey. I am confident that we can take APTA to next level.

It was indeed a happy evening having High Tea at Hyderabad with our society prides namely
 
1.Shri P V Rao, IRS
2.Shri Thota Chandrasekhar, IAS
3.Shri Ram Mohan Rao, IAS
4.Shri Gandhadar Madasu Ex 
MLC
Explained them about our APTA 
services and they are very much 
impressed with APTA’s work.

Dinner Meet @ Shri Dr. Vinay Kumar Punjala Gaaru (S/O Shri Late P. Shiva Shankar Gaaru)
Shri Dr. Vinay Kumar Punjala Gaaru (S/O Shri Late P. Shiv Shankar Gaaru) hosted dinner at 
his home 
They extended full support to APTA and willing to host our APTA scholarship program in Hyder-
abad at their expense. Dr Vinay Gaaru visited US a year ago and APTA hosted in all major cities to 
speak about legendary personality and his father Late Shri P. Shiv Shankar Gaaru. He suggested 
inclusiveness is key even though however many new organizations arise APTA can be big brother 
and collaborate for APTULU’s community growth and service to humanity. I concur with his com-
ment.

Met with Minister Jakkampudi Raja and discussed 
how APTA can collaborate on some of the ini-
tiatives, he responded positively. This collabora-
tion partnership needs to be developed further 
and require few more interactions to solidify and 
will take time to formalize. During AP CM’s visit to 
USA our Board Chair Kiran Palla Gaaru and two more 
Board Directors will represent APTA on the same 

topic. Hoping for positive outcome in near future

Genes-IT Meet was held on 18th August at Hotel Avasa , Madhapur, Hyderabad.
Take Away - There is a lot of interest and expectation on APTA to be the platform to bridge the gap between 
India and America on business opportunities, guidance on patents, Innovation Hub etc . Also provide Busi-
ness forum platform for APTULU Entrepreneurs fromIndia and America to interact on a common platform. 
This will help growing business and job opportunities 
for our APTULU organizations and also generate new 
jobs. 

Shri Pallam Raju Gaa-
ru spoke highly about APTA 

and how we conducted Business 
Forum successfully with all CEO’s. 

Also Shri MH Rao Gaaru spoke 
highly about APTA and how 

APTA was instrumental in 
helping students and also serving people in need. He requested all attendees to 

provide their US relatives contacts to APTA and also introduce them to APTA. 
Overall this was well executed professional event. Perfect opportunity for APTA 
and got opportunity to present about our APTA services etc.

Met with KTB & Royal club peddalu, they are all very much interested in colla-
orating with the APTA in various forums

Lunch Meet with 
Shri Botcha Sa-
tyanarayana @ 
Vijayawada
Sri Botcha Gaaru 

assured any help for 
APTULU or APTA 
that he will stand 
behind

Overall my India trip was successful and enriching experience for me learn-
ing about ground level reality in both Telugu states and how we can empower 
our APTULU and serve them better.  This trip increased our APTA leadership 
responsibility. There is plenty of opportunity to bring new members to our 
organization. Please join your hands for our organization Organic growth. Lets 

all think strategically for organization progress and leave petty things. We are 
here to server our APTULU and for their growth in positive direction. Thanks to 

all who helped me in India for arranging various meets which helped in building 
positive relations for our APTA organization.

PRESIDENT’s TRAVELOGUE
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Potri A. Barama is an exceptional 9th Grader at JFK 

Memorial High School. She maintains 4.0 GPA 

throughout her academic career. She 

received “Presidents Education Award” in 

recognition of her outstanding academ-

ic excellence for the year of 2019. 

She was selected into the “National 

Junior Honor Society”; this achieve-

ment is the highest honor a school 

district is able to confer upon a 

student. These accomplishments 

brings honor and acclaim not only 

to families of the aforementioned 

student but also to their school and to 

the entire community. “The Woodbridge 

Township Board of Education” expressed 

congratulations on this regard. She is also 

a member of “Heroes & Cool Kids”, where she built 

leadership and teaching skills and helped her fellow 

students, juniors and elementary students to excel 

in their studies. Potri was nominated for the 

“Congress of Future Medical Leaders Award 

of Excellence” for outstanding academic 

achievement, leadership potential and 

determination to serve humanity in the 

field of medicine by “National Academy 

of Future Physicians”. She is an active 

member of art club and participated 

in art club events. Her extra curricular 

activities include playing soccer and 

volleyball for the school team. She is 

passionate about robotic applications in 

the medical field.

Sanjana Chavakula grad-
uated from Woodbridge 
Academy of Allied and 

Biomedical Sciences (Blue 
ribbon and Magnet school) and 
won the prestigious “President’s 
Education Award” and also won 
Capstone Poster Awards in 2019, 
currently pursuing undergrad 
from Rutgers University.
She is a passionate soccer 
player from childhood and an ace 
player in travel team.  Coached 
buddy ball (mentally challenged) 
players.
She won first prize from New 
Jersey in the peace poster 
competition conducted by Lions 

club when she was in middle 
school and received cash prize 
and certificate, which was 
published in the local and state 
newspapers.
She has demonstrated leader-
ship skills and was selected as 
“One day President for Board 
of Education” and conducted 
and lead the board meetings 
for the day.  She has shared 
the same leadership qualities 
as her brother Sai Santosh, 
Chavakula also done the same 
while he was in his
elementary school

గోపాల్ గుడిపాటి & పరి సననా మేడిశెటిటి

ఇంత మంది తెలుగు వాళ్ళు వున్న ఈ మహానగరం లో మనబడి 

కంద్ం లేకపోవడం ఏమిటి అని మొదలు పెట్టా లన్న ఆలోచనతో, 

మొదలు పెట్టా ము మనబడి సంటర్ మన హ్యూసటా న్ నగరం లో. 

ఆలా మొదలు పెటిటా  మొదట మూడు నుండి ఇప్పుడు ఆరు సంటర్స్ 

వరకు తీసుకు వచ్చి, హ్యూసటా న్ తో పాటు, సాన్ ఆంటోనియో మరియు 

ఆస్టా న్ లో కూడా మొదలు పెటిటా  ఎంతో మంది స్వచచింద సేవకులతో 

ఈ మనబడి  తో ఎంతో మంది తెలుగు పిల్ల లకి తెలుగు నేరిపుస్ూ, మన 

భాష ని , మన సంస్కృతి ని ముందుకు తీసుకు వెళళుడానికి కారణం 

అయినందుకు ఎంతో సంతకృప్ి తో ముందుకు వెళ్్న్న మాకు, “Desi  

Friends Houston “ ఐదవ వారిషి కోతస్వానికి పిలిచ్, మేము చేస్ున్న 

భాష సేవ ని గుర్ించడం పూర్ి గా మాకు “Suprise” అయినపపుటికీ, 

ఇలాంటి గురి్హ్ ంప్లు, సమాజం పట్ల  మనకున్న బాధయూతని మరింత 

గుర్హటా ు చేస్ాయి. ఈ గుర్ింప్ కవలం మా ఇద్ద రికీ కాదు.  హ్యూసటా న్ లో 

తెలుగు భాష సేవ చేస్ున్న ప్ర తి భాషా సైనికుని కి చందుతుంది

Akhil yerramsetty (13 years) lives in Chicago 

and is a freshman at Nequa Valley high 

school in Naperville Illinois. Recently 

Chicago team (CYCA - Chicago Youth 

Cricket Academy) won the National 

U13 Cricket championship conduct-

ed in St Louis for Labor Day week-

end. While it’s a great team effort 

Akhil rescued his team in finals 

when his team is at 66/6 chasing 

a total of 101. Batted at No 6, He 

played for 10 overs scoring 24 not 

out to get the team to championship. 

Akhil started playing cricket and soccer 

since he is 8 years old. He is a Taekwon-

do black belt. 

He is dreaming to do Computer science 

and business majors in college. 

Sai Raman Yerramsetty and Keerthi 

Yerramsetty are his parents and 

his sister Sahithi Yerramsetty is 

a freshman at Kelley school of 

business in Indiana.

Community Pride Community Pride
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“ Community service recognition 

to our Dr .Manjula Raguthu  garu 

w/o Dr Surya Raguthu garu on 

5th anniversary of Desi group”

Haarika Chimata is an active and adventur-

ous 9th Grade student at Glendora High 

School. At the end of middle school, 

she received the most distinguished 

Presidential Scholar Award which 

is only given to those who main-

tain a perfect 4.0 GPA all three 

years and are nominated and 

voted on by all the teachers and 

principal. She took this high 

achieving work ethic to high 

school and is now taking all ad-

vanced courses and maintaining 

a A+ average. She is also an ex-

ceptional athlete as she is on the 

high school Tennis team as Sin-

gles Number 1 and Basketball team 

as a Shooting/Point Guard. She loves 

playing on behalf of Glendora High 

School and winning games with her team. 

She is also heavily involved in Student Council 

(ASB) because she likes representing 

her peers and helping bring ideas to 

fruition. Constantly busy, she is also 

involved with Girl Scouts on the 

weekends and recently achieved 

Senior Level. An aspiring doctor, 

she credits her drive and ambi-

tion to her parents and brothers 

who she says are important role 

models to her. Haarika is best 

described as “performance with 

purpose.” She is a kind heart that 

only wishes good on everyone 

while striving to be the best per-

son she can be every day. She is a 

disciplined innovator that has yet to 

achieve the many things awaiting her 

in the future.

2019 Choice Awardee for community Service 

When it comes to giving, businessman 

and philanthropist Mr. Kota has one 

criteria: joy. Giving to charitable 

causes gives him enormous 

joy.In September of last year, 

Mr. Kota donated $1 million 

to promote cricket for the 

blind worldwide. Some of 

the charities and non-profits 

Mr. Kota has worked include 

India Society of Worcester 

(ISW), YMCA and Samartha-

nam Trust. He has served as 

trustee and chairman of ISW, 

helped raise $12 million to YMCA, 

one of the largest YMCA in boroughs in 

Massachusetts.For 15 years, he has supported 

Woman of the Year gala that honors 20 wom-

en each year. In addition, his contribu-

tions to dozens of charities in India and 

the United States are well-known in 

philanthropic circles.

Mr. Kota is a serial entrepreneur 

with broad experience ranging 

from Information Technology 

Consulting, e-Learning Services 

and Pharmaceuticals Research and 

Manufacturing. He has been in-

volved in start-ups in various sectors, 

and is a charter membership of TiE 

Boston

Shamukha Meruga, Our Next-Gen SE Atlan-

tic Regional Director Smt. Uma Meruga’s son 

achieved Arena Grand Master Title at FIDE. It’s 

our community proud moment. 

The Fédération Internationale des Échecs is an 

international organization that connects the vari-

ous national chess federations around the world 

and acts as the governing body of international 

chess competition. It is usually referred to by its 

French acronym FIDE. There are 189 participating 

countries in this organization which was estab-

lished in 1924. FIDE was recognized by the Inter-

national Olympic Committee as a Global Sporting 

Organization

Community Pride Community Pride
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For the first time in the United States, 
world eminent artists, Padmabhushans, 
and gurus, Drs. Raja, Radha Reddy 
and Kaushalya Reddy, presented their 
disciple’s rangapravesam in the opu-
lent California Theater in San Jose. A 
rangapravesam --in Sanskrit (it is also 
known as arangetram inTamil) -- 
is a solo classical kuchipudi 
debut show spanning 
about two to three 
hours. San Jose 
witnessed 
a stunning, 
world-class 
show, which 
tantalized the audience with its 
multifariousness and diversity. For 
depicting the expansive range of 
kuchipudi, debutante Sindhu Ravuri 
was acclaimed by the audience, from 
pundits and cultural leaders frequent-
ing kuchipudi circles to art lovers 
who are new to the genre.

The show started out with 
Ganpati Vandana (Hari Duri 
Gajamukha) – an item 
praising Lord Ganesha. 
Following the first item 
was Shiva Dance. 
Historically, this item is 
the hallmark of Dr.Ra-
ja Reddy.Third, was 
Bhamakalapam, a 
sringara kavya. As a 
stark contrast to the 
Shiva Dance, a pow-
erful mastery of formidable 
nritya and nrutya (expressions 
and technique), Following 
Bhamakalapam was Saason Ki 
Maala, a Sufi song writ-

ten in the 16th century, Following Sanson Ki Mala, 
was Sita’s Ramayana, exclusively choreographed 
for Sindhuby Dr. Raja Reddy. This dance is based 
on the book by Samhita Arni, which looks at Ra-
mayana from Sita’s perspective.

Sindhu Shivani Ravuri is a UC Berkeley 
undergraduate senior, double major-

ing in Bioengineering and Molecular 
Biology at UC Berkeley, California. Her 
goal is to become a fetal surgeon. 

Following her rangapravesam, 
she is determined to advancing 

kuchipudi in its purest form, 
following her gurus’ foot-

steps. In the past, Sindhu 
received many nation-

al and international 
awards for her 
dance, both in 

classical and semi-clas-
sical formats. She 
is the recipient of 
Interna- tional Certif-

icate of Recognition 
from UNESCO and a 
“Letter of Recommendation” 
from the Director of UNES-
CO. She was recognized for 
Outstanding Achievement 
in Dance at the Santa Clara 

County Salute to Youth/Hall 
of Fame. Additionally, she was 
a member of her high school’s 
Junior Varsity and Varsity dance 
teams, as well as the youngest 
performer in the history San 
Francisco Ethnic Dance Festival. 

With her kuchipudi gurus, she 
performed for the president and the 

Parliament of India and also performed in 
Russia and Germany.

కైలాసగిరిని మరియు మానససరోవరం చుటటా ూ ప్ర దక్షణ చేస్న మొదటి 
తెలుగు వయూక్ి ఎవరు?
టెలికాం, కసటా ంస్ & సంట్ల్ ఎక్ చింజ్, బూయూరో ఆఫ్ ఇండియన్ సేటా ండర్డ్ స్, 
దక్షిణ మదయూ రైలే్వ, యూత్ అఫైర్స్ & స్పుర్టా స్ డిపారటా ్మంట్ ఆఫ్ స్పుర్టా స్, 
లేబర్ డెపారటా ్మంట్, ఎకోస్ పుర్టా  & ప్్మోషన్స్ సంస్థ  లాంటి రాష్ఠ  కంద్ 
సంస్లకు అడ్ ్వజరీ కమిటీ మంబర్ గా ఉన్న తెలుగు వయూక్ి ఎవరు?, 
ఇవేవి పరీక్షలలో ప్ర శ్నలు కావాండోయ్! నేటి కధానికలో నా 
మహోన్నత కధానాయకుడు గురించ్ మచుచికి కొని్న 
మాత్మే ఇవి.
రాచకుటంబంలో ప్టిటా , ఉన్నతవిధయూలభయూస్ంచ్, 
ఎన్్న పదవులకు తన మేదసుస్తో వన్్నతెచ్చి, 
సమాజ శ్్ర యసుస్కోసం మరియు సమసమాజ 
స్ాపనకోసం తనజీవితానే్న అంకితం 
ఇచ్చిన మానవీయధనుడు మహాతు్మడు 
*గౌరవనీయులు శ్రి  మల్ల ెం హనుమెంతరావు 
గారు*
అనే అక్షర నామదేయుడు అజేయుడు మనం 
అందరం ముద్ద ుగా పిలుచుకొనే *ఎం.హెచ్. 
రావ్ గారు*

విద్యభా్యసెం:
1954లో ఎస్.ఎస్.ఎల్.స్ న్ల్ల ూరు జిలా్ల  
వెంకటగిరిలో పూర్ిచేస్, మిగతా విద్యూభాయూసం బి.ఏ, 
బి.ఎల్, ఎం.ఎల్ మద్్స్ లో పూర్ి చేసారు. 

కుటుెంబనేపద్యెం:
మద్్స్ పటటా ణంలో  మే 23వతేది 1939న ఆదిదంపతులు శ్్ర  మల్ల ం 
వేణుగోపాల్ నాయుడుగారు మరియు శ్్ర మతి హేమవతి దేవి గార్ల  మొదటి 
ముద్ద ుబిడడ్ డు మన మల్ల ం హనుమంతరావ్ గారు. ఆకలిరాజయూం స్నిమాలో 
“మనభూమి వేదభూమి, మనతలి్ల  అన్నపూర్ణ , మనకీర్ి మంచుకొండరా 
తము్మడూ...” అన్నటటా ు వీరి కీర్ి ఘనాతిఘనం, ఎన్నదగినది. ఒక్సారి 
చరిత్లోకి వెళ్్... 
వెంకటగిరి సంసా్థ నంలో 
అరివీర భయంకరుడు 
బాలారధ్ బిరుధాంకితుడు 
శ్్ర  కాళపపునాయుడు 
గారు మునిమనవడు, 
భారతదేశం బ్ిటీష్ 
పరిపాలనలో ఉన్నప్పుడే 
బారిసటా ర్ చదివి, లండన్్ల  
ప్ాక్ిస్ చేయడమే కాకుండా 
రంగూన్ మంబర్ ఆఫ్ 
పార్ల మంట్ గా పనిచేస్న 
మల్ల ం చంగలరాయ 
నాయుడు గారికి మనవడు 
మన ఎం.హెచ్ రావ్ 

గారు. వీరి వివాహం తోటపలి్ల  జమిద్రు రాజా ఎనుముల మల్ల ుదొర గారు 
మరియు పంగిడిగూడేం రాజా వారి మనుమరాలు రాజయూలక్షి ్మదేవి గార్ల  
గారాలపటిటా  సీతాదేవిగారితో 1966లో జరిగింది.

ఉద్్యగపర్ెం:
మల్టా  నేషనల్ బరా్మషెల్ ఆయిల్ కంపెని: మార్టింగ్ ఎగిజి కూయూటివ్ 

(1962-70)
కెస్పి స్మంట్స్: మార్టింగ్ హెడ్ (1970-82)

ఆంధ్ా స్మంట్స్: ఇంచార్గ్  ఆఫ్ ఫ్యూకటా రి (1978-82) / సీనియర్ 
జనరల్ మేనేజర్ (1982-87) / ఎగిజి కూయూటివ్ డ్రకటా ర్ (1987-

90)

కిరి యశ్లక పదవులు
చీఫ్ ఎగిజి కూయూటివ్ ఆఫ్ ఆంధ్ప్ర దేశ్ స్మంట్ 
మానుయూఫ్యూకచిర్స్ అస్స్యేషన్ (1990-2009)
టెలికాం, కసటా ంస్ & సంట్ల్ ఎక్ చింజ్, బూయూరో ఆఫ్ 
ఇండియన్ సేటా ండర్డ్ స్, దక్షిణ మదయూ రైలే్వ, యూత్ 
అఫైర్స్ & స్పుర్టా స్ డిపారటా ్మంట్ ఆఫ్ స్పుర్టా స్, లేబర్ 

డెపారటా ్మంట్, ఎకోస్ పుర్టా  & ప్్మోషన్స్ సంస్థ  లాంటి రాష్ఠ  
కంద్ సంస్లకు అడ్ ్వజరీ కమిటీ మంబర్ 

రాజకీయ పరి స్్త నెం
సామాజిక నాయూయం కోసం గౌరవ మగాసాటా ర్ శ్్ర  చ్రంజీవి 

గారు స్ాపించ్న ప్ర జారాజయూం పట్ల  ఆకరిషి తులై డెక్న్ స్మంట్ 
ఎడ్వయిజర్ పదివికి రాజినామా చేస్ తన రాజకీయప్ర స్ానాని్న 

ప్ారంభంచారు. ప్ర జారాజయూం పారిటా లో కి్ర యాశ్లక పాత్ పోషంచడమే 
కాకుండా సుమారు 60 నియోజకవరాగ్ లలో పరయూటించ్ ప్ర జారాజయూం పారిటా ని 
ప్ర జలకు చేరువ చేయడంలో తనవంతు పాత్పోషంచ్న పెద్ద  మనసున్న 
మంచ్ మనిష. అలాగే జనసేన పారీటా కి కూడా తనవంతు సహాయ 
సహకారాలు అవసరమైనప్పుడలా్ల  అందిస్ునే ఉనా్నరు. 
స్మాజిక సేవలు:
శ్్ర  మిరాయూల వెంకటరమణ గారి పరిచయం ప్్ద్బలంతో ఆల్ ఇండియా 

కె.టి.బి సంస్థ  కి ప్ారంభంచ్ 
చైర్మన్ గా పనిచేయడమే కాకుండా, 
సమాఖయూ అనే మాస పత్ికను కూడా 
ప్ారంభంచారు. 
శ్్ర  కకృష్ణ దేవరాయ చారిటబెల్ ట్స్టా  
ద్్వరా శ్్ర శైలంలో ఉచ్త వసతి గకృహం 
1994లో ప్ారంభంచారు. ఇక్డ 
ప్ర తీ రోజు సుమారు 500 మందికి 
ఉచ్త మదయూహాన్న రాత్ి భోజన 
సదుపాయాలు కలిపుంచారు. అలాగే 
అహోబిలంలో కూడా ఉచ్తవసతి 
గకృహం ప్ారంభంచడం జరిగింది

Community Pride Community Pride
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Lalitha Byra Gaaru is Phoenix 
Women Commissioner 
officially now ....

it’s a great honor to have AWEP 

Vice Chair to become Phoenix 

Women Commissioner.

Sandhya Byreddy
Congratulation on winning the title

#MrsBharatUSA2019

•  Won the World Wide Popular 
award!! ( the e-voting that was done 

by all my lovely friends...which is, 

#YOUALL) 
• Topper of the Top 5 contestants 

that were picked for question and 

answer round :)

Community Pride Community Pride

APTA KIDS COLLECTING FOOD TO FEED NEEDY 
DURING HOLIDAY SEASON
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APTA ENDEAVORS

Dear APTULU - Congratulations and Thanks to all APTULU who participated 
in Dallas Market Watch 3 day workshop since last Friday, organizers, volun-
teers and donors. We would like to take this opportunity to thank one and all 
who helped to make this workshop helpful education sessions to our AP-
TULU. Please invest responsibly and APTA is not responsible for your stock 
market investment gains/losses. Good Luck. We would like to recognize 
Market Watch team members for their relentless efforts in making this event 
grand success. Thanks to leadership team from Executive team and Board 
for all your support. 
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OHIO DEEPAVALI SAMBARALU
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ఆప్ ATSAP తరప్న chess player చ్రంజీవి మౌనిక అక్షయ బొమి్మ 
కి ఈరోజు మంగళగిరి పటటా ణంలో మన రాజేష్ అంకం స్దరుడు 
అరుణ్ గారు , India operations member కోటేష్ బాబు చవా్వకుల 
గారు మరియు వారి తండ్ి శ్్ర  రాఘవరావు గారి చేతుల మీదుగ 
ATSAP scholarship check ఇపిపుంచడం జరిగింది,ఈ సందర్బంగ 
మానిక మాట్్ల డుతూ ఆప్ ఆట్స్ప్ టీం 2014 నుండి తనకు support  
చేస్ుందని తన ఏదుగుదలకు ఎంతగాన్ తోడపుడిందని చపపుడం 
జరిగింది.

మౌనిక ఈ మదయూ ఢిల్్ల లో జరిగిన common wealth chess tourna-
ment లో రజత పతకం సాదించ్ంది. ప్ర స్ుతం తన ఖాతాలో 2055 
పాయింట్ల ు ఉనా్నయి. తను మన ఆప్్ల లో మొదటి women grand-
master కావాలి అంటే 2300 పాయింట్ల ు సాధంచాలి. 

దీనికి కనీసం 1 సంవతస్రం లేద్ 2 సంవతస్రాలు పటోటా చుచి. 
మౌనిక కల తందరగా న్రవేరాలని అందరం మనసూఫూర్ిగా 
ఆశిద్్ద ం. ఈసందర్బంగ atsap కి డొనేట్ చేస్న apta members 
అందరికీ పేరు పేరునా ధనయూవాద్లు తెలుప్తూ మన మౌనిక 
లాంటి మరికోంత మంది మాణికాయూలకు చేయాత నివ్వడానికి 
మిగిలిన members సహయ సహకారాలు కోరుతునా్నము

ఆప్నేత్ 5వ ఉచ్త కంటి శిభరం అత్ిలిలో 
7/28/2019 న  జరిగింది. ఈ కంటిశిభరానికి 
పూర్ి సహకారాలు అందించ్న వెంకట్ 
ఏరుబండి గారికి మరియు ఆయన మేనల్ల ుడు 
తేజా  కూనపరడిడ్  గారికి ఆప్నేత్ తరప్న మా 
ధనయూవాదములు

APTA ENDEAVORS APTA ENDEAVORS

Bay Area Picnic
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Big Thank you to Vijay Repalle Garu and Sri Swamy Naidu Ravanam Gaaru for giving our APTA Organization 
a wonderful opportunity to represent during Sri Megastar Chiranjeevi Gaaru’s Birthday celebrations. On behalf 
of our APTA organization my sincere gratitude and Thank you. We are able to reach lakhs of Telugu speaking 
people world wide about our APTA and its services through this platform..... what more we can ask on the oc-
cassion of our Annayya Megastar Chiranjeevi Gaaru. It was an wonderful gift to our APTA.

https://youtu.be/sZ9ExlY_mP0
https://youtu.be/42q8FPUOaIQ

APTA ENDEAVORS
దశాబా్ద ల తండ్ి కలను నిజం చేయడానికి సర్వం ఒడిడ్ న తనయుడు, అరవైలలో ఇరవైలా, 

కళామతలి్ల  గర్వపడేలా నవరసాలను పండించ్న తండ్ి, తన మాట తో    పే్ర క్షకుడిలో 
నిద్్ణమైన దేశభక్ి ని రగిలిచిన జనసేనాని, మగా ఫ్మిల్ విలువలను తెలియచేసే 

మహోన్నత సమయం...ఆప్్లుగా గర్వంగా మీసంతిపెపు సమయం. 

'చరిత్లో మనం లేకపోయినా, చరిత్ మనతోనే మొదలవా్వలనే ఆకాంక్షతో'

శా్వసలోన దేశమే 
గుండె ఘోష లోన దేశమే 

ప్ాణనాడి లోన  దేశమే 
ప్ాణమంత తలి్ల  కోసమే

దేశమే నువు్వరా.. సందేశమయ్యూరా..

Sye ra.. Megastar

https://youtu.be/sZ9ExlY_mP0
https://youtu.be/42q8FPUOaIQ
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మెగాస్టి ర్ పద్మభూషణ్ Dr. చరెంజీవి గారి ప్టిటి నరోజు సెందర్ెంగా US అెంతటా 45 చోట్ల  Blood Donation డ్రైవ్్స రన్ చేసిన ఆప్త  కుటుెంబానికి శతసహసరి  
వెందన్లు. చరెంజీవి గారు చెప్పినటటి ు రక్త ెం పెంచ సోదరులు, సోదరీమణులైన ఆప్్త లెందరికి, ముఖ్యెంగా వీర మహిళలెందరికీ పేరు పేరున్ కృతజ్ఞ తలు. బ్ల డ్ డ్రైవ్్స 
రన్ చేసిన విజయ్ రేపల్ల  గారు, విష్ణు  బెండాడ గారికి పరి త్్యక అభినెందనలు ఆప్త  ప్రి సిడెంట్ నటరాజు ఇల్ల ూరి గారు అదేసమయనికి ఇెండియ లో ఉెండడెంతో, 
అయన ప్టిటి నరోజు వేడుకలలో స్యెంగా పాల్గొ నడెం జరిగెంది.

My heartfelt gratitude to all donors, volunteers and leadership team. There is immense satisfaction in 
saving life through donating blood and also giving back to community.From bottom of my heart Special 
Thanks to our Vijay Repalle Gaaru, Sri Swamy Naidu Ravanam Gaaru, Vishnu Bondada Gaaru, APTA Mega 
Blood Drive committee members, Board and Executive team members, all our RVP’s,State coordinators, 
Chairs, extended team, volunteers,  NextGen kids, Adapaduchulu for making this Mega Blood Drive a grand 
success. Amazing job by our APTULU. Huge appreciation to our APTA services in India. Thanks to all do-
nors and volunteers. My sincere gratitude and appreciation to one and all. We all should feel proud about 
our APTA and let's all work together to enhance our APTA services further and reach more APTULU that 
are in need

https://youtu.be/jzN-zFalhRU

APTA President’s Thank you message & birthday wishes to Megastar

APTA Blood Drives

APTA AMAP Medical camp @ Kukatpally on August 18th 
Overall APTA Medical camp was successfully executed and huge crowd attended for our medical camp. Big 
Thank you to Yuva Prabhanjanam IT Team, Sri Sravan Matta Gaaru, India Doctors team, our AMAP Team Dr 
Sashi Kuppala Gaaru, Dr Neeraja Gaaru, Lakshmi Gaaru, Dr Surya Raguthu Gaaru for donating Medicines for 
this camp.

APTA ENDEAVORSAPTA ENDEAVORS

https://youtu.be/jzN-zFalhRU
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Capital Region PicnicMichigan

DASARA & DEEPAVALI SAMBARALU
Capital region ccelebrated summer picnic with massive crowd. It was conducted in Maryland 
with more than 450 attendees from across the region. Its heartening and inspiring to see APTA 
NextGen kids thriving at the community service at every opportunity presented. 

Pic 2: Harsha Balla, Prgnya Balla, Srivastava Veeraran a lemonade stall to raise funds for ASEP 
during picnic event.

Pic 3: Yesaswi Veera, Tarun Nandamudi, Prgnya Balla, Harsha alla, Akhil Jampala volunteered 
at the Virginia Blood Drive
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Sunshine State Picnic

APTA SPORTS

Sunshine State Picnic
APTA SPORTS INITIATED MANY ACTIVITIES DURING SUMMER PIC-

NICS ACROSS THE USA

APTA Joined Asha Jyothy & 5K Walk/Run for ATPA AWEP Fund-

raising as part of the Breaset Cancer awareness month

HICKING INITIATED IN EMPIRE, NEW ENGLAND AND CAPITAL RE-

GIONS

Sunshine State Picnic
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Respected APTA,

I am Phaneendra kumar. I am studying B.Tech final year in Velagapudi 
Ramakrishna Siddhartha engineering college. I am one of the beneficiaries 
through the scholarship given by APTA.I got job in TCS.

My family status is economically very poor.My father used to struggle a 
lot to pay my and my sister college fee.I came to  know through Raj Kollipa-
ra sir about APTA and I applied for the scholarship. APTA accepted my ap-
plication and gave scholarship to me.After receiving scholarship from APTA 
the intention and passion towards my studies had been increased a lot.
 
That passion and confidence given by APTA made me to get this job. 
Thanks to APTA I cannot forget the help done by APTA in my life time.
           
I hope that all the students receiving scholarship from APTA will study hard 
and get good jobs and have glorious future.Everyone who work hard can 
achieve anything in their life.
       
In future,I will also associate with APTA and help to the students.I and my 
family were very thankful to APTA in our life time. I will be with APTA 
forever.

ASEP TESTAMONIAL

అంగరంగ వైభవంగా ‘ఆప్తు ల ప్ట్ట ంట సారె’ (ఆపతు స్త్రీ  ధనం) కి మొదట అడుగేసాము. సపతుపది తో మెట్ట నంట అడుగు 
పెట్్ట   ఆపతు ఆడపడుచులు  కి మేము ఉన్నం  అంటూ  ప్టంట  సారె  అందేచేయాలి  అనే  సంకలాపం  తో మొట్ట   

మొదటసారిగా  నధుల సేకరణకు (ఫండ్రైసెర్) డిన్నర్  తో  ఆవిష్కరించి 102 పెళ్లికూతురులుకు  సారె అమర్చగలిగాము .. అసలు  
ఎన్్న సందేహాలతో   వెళ్ళాము కానీ అనుకున్నవి అనీ్న తారుమారు  అయాయాయి.. మా  అందరిన  ఆహావానస్తు   ప్రెసిడంట్  గారు  
జాన్  పైడా  గారు  వారి  శ్రీమతి  ఎదురు  వచ్్చరు  వచి్చన  వారికి  ఆత్మీయంగా పలకరింప్ తో పాటు వారి అనురాగం ముద్ద  చేసి  
పెట్్ట రు పైడా దంపతులు .. ఆహా  ప్ట్ట ంటకి  పండగకి  వచి్చనటు్ట  అనపంచింది .. అలులి డు  వసేతు చేసే మరాయాదలు,వంటకాలు 
మరిపంచ్యి  జాన్  అంకుల్  పెట్ట న  విందు..  స్తవాట్స్  తో  మొదలై  పాన్  తో  ఆపాము .. అక్కడ తో  ఆగకుండా  ఇంటకి  కూడా  
సారె పెట్్ట రు అంటూ  డబ్బాల్లి   వేసుకున్నము  😉 .. ఆతిధయాం  పక్కన  పెడితే  అసలు  ఎప్పుడు కన విన ఎరుగన రీతిల్  ఒకే గంట 
ల్  40 వేల డాలర్స్  న  ఒక  మహతా్కరాయానకి సమకూర్చగలగటం  సామానయామైన  విషయం  కాదు  ఈ  గంట  మన  ఆప్తు లు.. 
మీ  అందరిదీ  .. మనలన్నట  సంస్థలు  ఎప్పటనుంచో  అమెరికా  ల్  ఉన్న  ఇలాంట  కారాయాచరణ , సేవాదృక్పదం  అంకిత  
భావం  ఎక్కడ  కనలేదు  అంటూ  వేంచేసిన గౌరవ  అతిధి మనల్  ఒకరు  మన  న్యా  ఇంగాలి ండ్  రీజియన్ అండ్  ఆపతు  ల్  
అందరి  శ్రేయోభిలాషి  (Special Representative to AP Government for North America)   శ్రీ  రతా్నకర్  పండుగాయాల 
అన్నరు  అదే  కాకుండా  ఎప్పటలాగే అయన  ఏదైన  అవసరం  ఉన్నప్పుడు   నేను  ఉన్న  అన  మళ్ళా  గురుతు చేశారు ..అలాగే  
విచే్చసిన  పెద్దలు   హొనొరర్యా  గెస్్టస్  Dr. Venna దంపతులు  వారి  హసతువాసి  శుభప్రదంగ  మొదట  విరాళం  వారి  తో  మొదలు  
పెట్్ట రు . సభన  ఉదేశిస్తు   Dr. Venna గారు   ప్రవాస  భారత్యులు  ఇంటకి  ఎంతో  దూరంగా  ఉన్న  వారి  ఆచ్ర  పద్డతులను  
సంరక్షిస్తు   పది  మందికి  చేయూతనస్తు   ఉండటం  చూసేతు చ్లా  ఆనందం  మరియు  గరవాంగా  ఉంది  అన్నరు .. మన  
విలువలను  కాపాడడంల్   తన  వంతు  సహాయం  చేసాతు   అన్నరు. ఈ విజయం ఆప్తు లందరిది, ఆప్తు లల్ దన గుణానకి ఇది ఒక 
మచు్చతునక.

APTA STHREE DHANAM
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APTA 
STUDENT EDUCATION 

PROGRAM  
(ASEP)

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Siva Papolu | Chair
Sameera Chavvakula | Vice Chair (East)
Naga J Sugguna | Vice Chair (Central)
Sankar Krishna Adabala | Vice Chair (West)
Ajay Pulaparthy | Regional Director (NE)
Uday Bhaskar Pasam | Regional Director (Emp)
Amarnath Guturu| Regional Director (Cap)
Naga C Perabattula | RD (SE Atlanta)
Nageswara Dulam| Regional Director (NC)
Sridhar Akula| Regional Director (NC)
Venkat Rao Arasala| Regional Director (SP)
Purnima Muddineni| Regional Director (NP)
Krishna Samanthula| State Coordinator (SC)
Sri Tirumala Kummarapurugu| SC (GA)
Ramesh Kunchanapalli| SC (Illinois)
Siva Naralasetty| SC(Washington)

CONTACT

ASEP@ap-ta.org

ASEP Team has introduced an online application 
process with more efficient, secure, transparent 
and smooth communication for both referrals 
and ASEP Team. 

The automated process helped to collect the referral 
amount upfront. 

We received 1322 applications and after process-
ing according to the guidelines, 1267 applica-
tions were approved for the final scholarship list. 

For the year 2019, we are giving around 2 crores 
scholarship amount with the help of generous 
APTA members. 

We planned the APTA ASEP Scholarship distri-
bution main event in Machilipatnam on 29th 
December. Also we are planning for other Cheque 
distribution centers in Hyderabad, Vizag and Tir-
upathi based on referrers request. 

Along with ASEP Team, Treasury Team, Member-
ship Team, Executive Team and Board has given 
their support to make this flagship program grand 
success
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APTA 
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 

PROGRAM 
(AMAP)

 * October month Breast cancer awareness 

programs and breast cancer awareness 

walks conducted in multiple states.

 * Maanava seva program kick off 

meeting initiated with all the doctor’s 

team in India. 

 * Doctors team planning village visits 

for to start demographical survey for 

identifying villages to own it. 

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Shashi Kuppala | Chair

CONTACT

AMAP@ap-ta.org

APTA
 WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

PROGRAM  
(AWEP)

 * Engage local social organizations and involve 
government officials to be part of AWEP program

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Lakshmi Prasanthi Kona | Chair
Srilakshmi Repalli | Vice Chair (East)
Aparna Chikkam | Vice Chair (Central)
Lakshmi Simhadri | RD (NE)
Bindu Bharathi Naraharisetty | RD (Empire)
Kalpana Madanapalli | RD (Capital)
Neelima Budim | RD (SE Atlanta)
Nageswari Thota | RD (NC)
Jyothi Manthena | RD (NP) 

CONTACT

AWEP@ap-ta.org

 * Completed another phase of shipping sanitary 
napkin to all the schools in Andhra Pradesh and 
Yanam which helps for next 3 months. 

 * Monthly AWEP meetings for brainstorming on 
funding and sustainability of the program
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APTA 
TALENT SEARCH 

PROGRAM 
(ATSAP)

 * Supported Ravi Nissankararao to participate in Mr. World 
competition.

 * Supporting Mounika Bommi to achieve her & our 
community dream for to participate into competition for 
Women Grand Master in Chess. So far Mounica got 2055 
points and yet to get 245 points for to enter into Women 
grand master competition.

 * Financial Support for Soma Sekhar Madhava for to enter 
into Hyderabad Ranji Team which is one of the best paths 
to start his carrier

 * Planning to support Polisetty Narendra for UIPM 2019 
Pentathlon championship.

 * Working with the Web Team to create application 
submissions for ATSAP referrals along with the 
guidelines to support a talent.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Manoj Kumar Bade| Chair
Kishore Bobbara | Vice Chair (East)
Chaitanya Geda | Vice Chair (Central)
Srinivas Dasireddy | Regional Director (Empire)
Sekhar Kathi | Regional Director (Capital)
Anant Bandla | Regional Director (NC)
Shiva Talluri | Regional Director (SE Atlanta)

CONTACT

ATSAP@ap-ta.org

APTA BUSINESS 
ENTERPRENUERSHIP 

FORUM  
(ABEF)

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Siva Yerramsetty | Chair

CONTACT

BusinessForum@ap-ta.org

Current Activities

• Finding the Entrepreneurs from various 
channels and expanding the APTA Entrepre-
neur network.

• Working with regional leadership & volun-
teers to identify the entrepreneurs and get 
them introduced to APTA.

Planned Activities 

• Planning to work with regional leadership 
teams & volunteers to expand the APTA Busi-
ness Entrepreneurship forum.

• Planning to conduct various business forum 
meetups.
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APTA SPORTS 
COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Anand Chikkala | Chair
Kousalya Tummala | Vice Chair (East)
Mahesh Bollimuntha | Regional Director (NE)
Veera Pasupuleti | Regional Director (Emp)
Sampath Madala | Regional Director (Capital)
Yugandhar Modugula | Regional Director (SEA)
Jagadeesh Balipalli | Regional Director (NEC)
Satya Venkateswara Thota | RD (NC)
Balakrishna Sudabattula | Regional Director 
(NP) 

CONTACT

Sports@ap-ta.org

Current Activities

• Conducted fun and recreation games such 
as volleyball, Badminton, tennikoit, cricket, 
throwball etc during APTA summer picnics 
across all states

• Conducted hiking in Empire region, new En-
gland and capital regions and its huge suc-
cess.

• Formed APTA Cricket team in Bayarea with 
Apthulu and playing in winter tournaments. 
This is helping to promote APTA in all possi-
ble channels.

• APTA joined hand -in -hand with AshaJyo-
thi charity fund raising and 5k run walk to 
support needy

Planned Activities

• Planning to conduct inter state tournaments 
during Diwali/Dassara events across the na-
tion.

APTA
MEMBERSHIP 
COMMITTEE

For any questions or feedback, 
please email us at Member-
ship@ap-ta.org

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Raj Kollipara | Chair
Veeraswamy Dadi | Advisor
Uma Adapala | Vice Chair (East)
Rajesh Rajanala | Vice Chair (Central)
Aruna K Thota | Vice Chair (West)
Naga Pavan Alahari | RD (Capital)
Bhanu Chandra Perni | RD (SE Atlanta)
Srinivas Arcota | RD (North East Central)
Sarvani Mutyala | RD (North Central)
Suresh Pagadala | RD (South West Central)
Rajesh au Arja | RD (North Pacific) 

CONTACT

MEMBERSHIP@ap-ta.org

Current activities

• Conducted special drives and gift cards for the 
top referrals who helped to increase membership.

• Working with regional teams to do member-
ship drives in all local events/meetups.

• Assisting RVPs/APTA Services Committees 
to validate & update the membership data with 
latest information.

Planned activities

• Planning to work with Indian operations & 
ASEP Students Alumni to join apthulu from 
both Telugu states and convert them as mem-
bers.

• Working with Web Team on new website re-
quirements.
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APTA
WEB & TECHNOLOGIES 

COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Vinay Chandu | Chair
Kiran | Vice Chair (East)
Sunil Pasupuleti | Vice Chair (West)

CONTACT

WebTeam@ap-ta.org

Current activities

• APTA Sthree Dhanam was added to the ap-ta.
org website and its tagged to pay pal account for 
donations.

• Working with APTA Matrimonial Committee and 
updating the FAQs and other details.

• Removed old links like Titli donation and APTA 
convention donation from ap-ta.org.

• New Website: New website is coming up extreme-
ly great look with enhanced functionalities on 
APTA Services with more user friendly.

• Working with the All APTA Services Committees 
to gather the requirements for the website.

• Core Development is completed. Content Migration 
is currently in progress.

• Membership Module has been rebuilt with the 
requirements from Membership Committee and 
automated the approval process along with the ac-
knowledgements to members.

Planned activities

• Working with extended executive teams & volun-
teers to collect the latest regional updates & photos 
for website.

• Planning to release the website in two phases and 
first phase will be available to Aptulu by end of 
the Nov 2019.

APTA
Media & Digital 

Communications Forum

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Murali Krishna Setty | Chair

CONTACT

DigitalComms@ap-ta.org

Current activities

• Centralized the digital content development 
process to 

• brand consistency.
• Streamlined all APTA social channels to 

provide digital experience to the members and 
reach on social platforms increased to 2X.

• News of APTA activities has regularly been 
published in print, digital and media chan-
nels in both telugu states.

Planned activities

• Providing digital content to all APTA activi-
ties

• Collaborating with media houses in India to 
project APTA activities

• Developing strategic content videos on APTA 
flagship programs.
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APTA
Community Emergency 

Response Team
(ACERT)

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Hanuman Satish andikallu | Chair

CONTACT

ACERT@ap-ta.org

Current activities

• With Emergency team and local APTULU 
support helped 4 families in their critical time 

Planned activities

• Planning to set up helpline number 

APTA 
India Operations 

Committee

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Madhu Dasari| Chair
Ramesh Seelam | Vice Chair

CONTACT

India-Operations@ap-ta.org

Current activities

• Launching APTA vehicle for distributing 
excess food from hotels & events to the needy 
people.

• Working with educationalists/motivational 
speakers in our community to conduct ses-
sions to Apthulu.

Planned activities

• Planning to conduct career guidance with 
help of ASEP benefited young engineers 
during ASEP scholarship distribution event 
for final year degree and bachelor ASEP 
scholarship students.
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APTA
Nethra Program 

Committee

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Sriram Sunkari| Chair

CONTACT

Nethra@ap-ta.org

Current Activities

• Conducted 5 APTA Nethra Eye Camps in 
Khammam, Visakhapatnam, East & West 
Godavari districts.

• One of the Eye Camp is conducted in the 
memory of Late Sri. Srinivas Rayapured-
dy garu at his native place Kakinada.

• Sponsored Eye surgeries to 263+ patients 
with almost $15,000.

Planned Activities

• Working on the logistics to conduct the 
Nethra Eye Camps in all remaining dis-
tricts in AP & Telangana 

• Working with local NPOs (Sankara Eye 
Foundation) to partner in our eye camps.

APTA 
Career Guidance & 

Counselling Program

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Lalit Kumar Vadlamudi| Chair
Balakrishna Inabathini | Vice Chair (East)
Sunil Thota | Vice Chair (Central)
Durga Prasad Cheedepudi | RD (Central)

CONTACT

ASEP@ap-ta.org

Current Activities

Conducted DevOps Training by Sri. Sho-

banbabu Cheekuru garu.
• The training had been conducted for 16 

hours+ 
• 160+ students had attended & benefited 

from this session.

Planned Activities

• Working with Srinivas Chimata garu for 
JIRA Admin Training. The registration will 
be opened soon to APTA registered Members.

• APTA Leadership team is working with Tech-
nology Experts and Entrepreneurs from our 
Members community to provide the Training 
Services to the Students and assisting them 
in job placements. Please stay tuned for more 
courses & updates.
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APTA 
Donations & Fundraiser 

Program Committee

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Veerababu Prathipati | Chair

CONTACT

 Fundraising@ap-ta.org

• Working with APTA leadership team to 
conduct the fund-raising events for all 
APTA services.

• Working with APTA Entrepreneurs & 
volunteers to raise the funds for APTA 
Services.

• Educating the APTA members & do-
nors on funds matching for non-profit 
organizations.

• Working with APTA Treasury team 
to get APTA organization registered 
in all corporates for company funds 
matchings.

Planned Activities

Current Activities

APTA NextGen 
Program Committee

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Ramakrishna Velpuri| Chair
Nalini Tippa | Vice Chair (East)
Venkata Naga Pokala | Vice Chair (Central)
Sreelatha Bokkisam | Vice Chair (West)
Priya Pulaparthi | RD (NE)
Balaji Naidu Mummidi | RD (Empire)
Latish Sreepathi | RD (Capital)
Uma Meruga | RD (SEA)
Keerthi Yerramsetty | RD (North Central) 
Chinna Ponnaganti | RD (South Pacific) 
Samatha Puli | RD (North Pacific) 

CONTACT

NEXTGEN@ap-ta.org

APTA NEXT GEN TEAM hosted multiple 
conference calls

• Prior to Schools start: emphasizing on Back 
to Schools Essentials for Elementary/Mid-
dle and High Schools like Understanding 
School system, extra-curricular activities, 
Gifted/Magnet Schools, Sports, AP/IB 
courses, PTA etc.

• During first quarter of Schools start: have 
scheduled back to back conference calls on 
two Sundays spent more than two hours 
each weekend addressing any Academic 
concerns of elementary and middle school 
kids and parents in one weekend; address-
ing high school kids/parents concerns in 
another weekend. Also, have explained col-
lege App detailed walk through webex ses-
sions along with scholarship opportunities, 
ACT/SAT preparation guidance etc.

• Distributed the slides, Q&As detailed doc-
ument in APTA DL email and next gen 
WhatsApp groups.

• In case any APTA member missed to attend 
above sessions OR needs any further assis-
tance, please reach APTA NEXT GEN team 
members listed at https://ap-ta.org/pres-
ent-committees/
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APTA 
Matrimonial Assistance 

Program Committee

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Rao Siddam | Chair
Rao M Uppu | Vice Chair (Central)

CONTACT

MATRIMONIAL@ap-ta.org

APTA Matrimony Success Story
Bride: Kartheek Mummareddy
Groom: Rekha Lavanya Tadi
Date of Marriage: 29th May 2019, 
Place of Marriage: Polavaram, Andhra Pradesh
US Location: Columbus, Ohio

They met through APTA Metrimony site, groom showed 
interest and initiated the family connect through the 
bride’s Uncle in US. Initially both families met in Pitts-
burg and susequently in India in during groom’s visit to 
India. Families met and after getting to know each other 
, proceeded forward with alliance and got married on May 
29th 2019

Thanks to APTA
We are so happy and thankful to APTA for giving us a 
platform to find and meet each other.
I would suggest making use of this wonderful platform 
and highly recommend sharing your success stories.

APTA 
Sthreedhanam

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Himabindu Pyda| Chair
Bindu Naraharisetty | Vice Chair
Jyothy Gajula | Member
Ramya Kothuri | Member
 

CONTACT

STHREEDHANAM@ap-ta.org

APTA STHREE DHANAM is a new APTA 
initative and cleared all the process relat-

ed issues and kicked off successfully.
• Process is established, Board & EC clearance 

received. Accounts estalished.
• First fundraiser happened in MA in Dec and 

is a massive success with $40K in pledges. 
Funds sufficient for 100+ marriages.

• First beneficieries finalized and the distriu-
tion of APTA Sthree Dhanam for 7 brides 
happening in Guntur in Dec 

• If you know any economically backward 
APTA brides back in India please share with 
the APTA STHREE DHANAM team with 
relevant documents for consideration 

• Let us all participate in the great initiative 
to give APTULA PUTTINTI SARE to newly 
weds  

APTA GIFT
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APTAVAANI 
Newsletter

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Rajendra Irri| Chair / Chief Editor
Lakshmi Chimata | Initiative Owner
Ramya Kothuri| Editor / Writer

CONTACT

NEWSLETTER@ap-ta.org

APTAVAANI, a news letter initiative start-
ed by Lakshmi Chimata garu is no lon-

ger a mere newsletter but a fulfledged maga-
zine / patrika now. 
• We had started to publish APTAVAANI in 

March of this year and since then we have 
pulished 3 editions

• Due to unavoidale circumstances we had a 
delay in the 4th edition

• Final edition of the year will be published 
before end of the year

• APTAVAANI secured Adobe suscription 
license now enabling us to go beyond the 
powerpoint that we have used till date

• APTAVAANI is completely redesigned now 
and we will continue to improve in the days 
to come

• APTAVAANI team THANKS everyone for 
their patience and support, for any ques-
tions or clarifications, and suggestions 
please feel free to drop a note to us.

MEGA WISHES to APTA
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It’s important to celebrate Children’s day because children 
need recognition along with adults. Everyone likes to feel ap-
preciated, and celebrating Children’s day shows kids you care

Children’s day is important because children need to be cele-
brated; they are the leaders of tomorrow.

It is important to recognize Children’s day because children 
are a large part of society and deserve aprecciation from time 
to time

To child in you, we cherish and nurture. Divinity and inno-
cence are the treasure of this childhood.. don’t lose it else world 
loses its charm.. Happy Children’s Day to all .. for the inner 
child in you too

The day where the youngsters of the world are celebrated is called children’s 
day. Everyone live through the stage of being a child. It is a memorable 
part of ones life. It not only celebrates the children but it also shows them, 
they are loved in the world. It lets parents express how much they are loved 
and how grateful they are to have them in their life. November 14th a mem-
orable day where the future of our society is celebrated

Harika Chimata

Ella Todd

Annicka Koons

Ayva Todd

Ramya Kothuri




